BRAINS CONSULTING – a leading Romanian company in recruiting IT specialists

Software Engineer – Finland
Helsinki

very good relocation package
very attractive salary packege and bonuses
Our Cleint do everything from back end systems architecture to low-level kernel driver development,
scan engines and reverse engineering to artificial intelligence. Although the tasks they work on are
varied, there's one thing they all have in common - what they do is meaningful and impactful. And
you’ll be working with some of the best technical security people in the world.
Our Software Engineers design, implement, and improve the core security technology that protects
millions of people from cybercriminals, scammers, and state actors. These technologies, which include

Www.brainsconsulting.ro

static scanners and behavioral engines, need to be bulletproofed against threat-actor-crafted objects,
and must not increase our customers’ attack surface.
In this position, you’ll work alongside a hardcore group of engineers and researchers at the forefront of
cyber security. Their mission is to come up with tech to catch tomorrow’s attacks today.
They are looking for candidates that demonstrate the following traits:
•
•
•
•

An individual with a quality-driven mindset who takes pride in their work
Experience with modern C++
Knowledge of Microsoft’s Windows operating system
Experience working with macOS and/or Linux

Great Place to Work
• Over 1,000 amazing colleagues in 22 countries
• Possibility to protect the world
• Work with best of class experts who care
• Relaxed, open and fun working environment
• 32+ of nationalities
• Global with the spirit of a small company
They are committed to helping people and businesses be free in the digital world, without having to
worry about cyber security. Every day, the Fellows face the daunting challenge of outsmarting those
that disrupt the digitalized world. A difficult task, but something we all come together to do for our
customers. We make the world a safer place.
You’ll be joining a tight knit network of over 1,000 colleagues, spread over 25 offices around the
world.

You can see all our job oiffers on Facebook at Brains Consulting
If you are interested in applying for this position, please send your CV- in English- at
office@brainsconsulting.ro
For further information, feel free to contact Adelina Tirziu – Senior Recruiter 0040 733733411

www.brainsconsulting.ro
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